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The Crossing of
Cirenaica

II. TOBRUK

T
HE Bardia action ended on  5th January,  1941.  Three days later,  Sixth Australian.
Division began to concentrate to the east of Tobruk, in preparation for another-

carefully planned attack.
Of the two "set-piece"  siege battles which opened our campaign in Libya, Tobruk.

was the easier.  Much had been learned at Bardia. The British and Australian forma
tions within 13th Corps had now a proved technique of co-operation and complete con-
fidence in each other.  Troops were at the peak of their fitness to withstand fatigue..
The enemy was shaken by a swift series of reverses.  He particularly feared the British
" I" tank,  against which his anti-tank weapons had so far miserably failed.

After the experience at Bardia it seems astonishing that General Patasso Manella,
with the forces under his command at Tobruk, should have been content to resign the
initiative by sitting down in a defended position and, having done so, made no pro-
vision for counter-attack should his line be pierced. The age of this enemy commander
was seventy-two. The commander of the 61st Division, General Della Hura, urged that
a mobile force should be kept at a central point for the purpose of counter-attack. This
counsel,  however, was discarded,  as General Manella considered that his artillery was
strong enough to break up any attack.

As at Bardia,  the defences consisted of a double perimeter system with only a few
strong points of secondary defence. They were much less fully prepared than Bardia's.
The perimeter itself extended for some thirty-two miles from the sea back to the sea,.
the greatest depth of this area being about eleven miles from Tobruk to a point just
west of the El Adem-Tobruk road. The defences consisted of some 140 strong posts
spaced fairly regularly around the perimeter in two lines, the second line being about
400 yards in the rear of the first. The strong points of the second line covered the
gaps between those of the first line.

The Italians had altered their method of planting land mines since Bardia. At  im-
portant points on their Tobruk defence line the mines were in two layers,  one sunk into.
the ground some twelve inches below the other. This was not discovered until late after-
noon on the first day of the battle, when a vehicle was wrecked at a spot over which
traffic had been passing all day.

With the exception of wadi Zeitun on the east and the wadi Es Sehel on the  ex-
treme west ,  the forward line was protected by an anti-tank ditch which was in most
places ten feet deep and fifteen feet wide.  In addition,  there was a continuous double
apron wire fence between the tank trench and the strong points. Many strong points.
also had wire on their flanks and a concealed anti-tank ditch covering the rear. These,



W  ilderness Side
Show

GIARABUB

T
HE oasis of Giarabub, remote from the coastal areas where the main actions and
rapid movements of our forces in Libya took place, was for three months the

centre of minor operations. These, and their setting, differed greatly from the rest of
the campaign.

Giarabub lies in Libya about 16o miles south of Sollum, and close to the Egyptian
frontier. It is the religious focal point for the followers of Mohamed Ben Ali el Senussi,
whose teachings were propounded here and whose asceticism has its memorial in a fine
mosque containing Senussi's tomb. The oasis area was ceded by Egypt to Italy in 1925,
as a means of enabling the Italian administration to exercise better control of the
Senussi tribesmen.

The surrounding country is sheer desert. An escarpment rises above Giarabub on.
the north. On other sides the oasis area, which is thirty feet below sea level, is cupped
within sand hills and eroded crags and knolls and "marsh" patches of dark, impassable
sand. On the south, the Great Sand Sea extends its shimmering waves as outposts
of the Sahara.

Across the frontier in Egypt is Siwa, a larger and more fertile oasis area, of greater
antiquity.

After the Italians advanced to Sidi Barrani, it was thought possible that they
would attack Siwa from Giarabub. Only a small Anglo-Egyptian outpost was at that
time based on Siwa.

Much enemy activity across the frontier was noticed. Further north, beside the
frontier wire running to Fort Capuzzo, the Italians had a post at Maddalena. Their
lines of communication were by desert tracks, the main one going north-west to Derna.

Late in November, 1940, it was decided to relieve the British infantry detachment
by a squadron of Sixth Australian Division's cavalry regiment. "B" Squadron was
detailed for the task, moving to the pleasant springs and date palm groves of Siwa
early in December.

On the iith, the Squadron made the A.I.F.'s first raid against enemy lines in
Libya, cutting telephone wires near the Maddalena post, and returning with informa-
tion about the defences.

The British front in Egypt was now taking the offensive. On 17th December, our
cavalry regiment's headquarters, with portion of Headquarters Squadron and "C"
Squadron, moved to Siwa. Three days later, the regiment began to put out patrols north-
west of Giarabub. The role was now changing from that of defending Siwa to cutting
off Giarabub. A number of successful raids on convoys and outposts were made. On
18th December, it was reported that the enemy was evacuating Maddalena.

At Giarabub, however, his forces sat tight. At this stage they probably comprised



THE BLITZ IN GREECE

HRITISH and Imperial troops were still moving forward to take up positions on
a chosen defence line, facing generally north-east, when the German invasion of

Jugo-Slavia and Greece developed on 6th April, 1941.
Many of our troops had landed in the country only a few days before, to be greeted

with cheers and flowers from the warm-hearted people of a lovely land. Their spirits
were high as they travelled north through the April sunshine. Green crops and vines,
lush valleys, fields of poppies and, in the distance, snow-capped mountains; this seemed
indeed a country worth fighting to preserve from the mechanised rule of the Nazis.

The area in which the Australian and New Zealand troops were first to face the
invader was in the right, or eastern, sector. The right of a roughly straight line rested
on the coast near Katerini and ran through Veria and Edessa. It confronted the three
routes-to the south, the south-west and the west-that a German force might take in
advancing towards Central Greece from Salonica. Mountains rose behind the chosen
line. These could be penetrated in force through only three passes.

The passes of Katerini and Veria were most formidable. The complete destruction
of a length of road in either of them would possibly have required months to repair.
Gradients in the Edessa Pass were more gentle, and the same delay could not have
been imposed on an attacker. The topographical weakness was in the north, where a
German move through either Jugo-Slavia or the Edessa Pass would mean the loss of
Florina and would give the Germans access to the area south from Florina
to Servia, which was most suitable for armoured units. However, should the
Edessa Pass and Florina fall, the River Aliakmon would provide a powerful second
defensive line.

Although the position was in the main topographically strong, with the small forces
available there would have been advantages in preparing to defend only a shorter line,
further south. Communications forward from Athens were by a single railway line and
one main road with few alternative routes. The difficulties were fully recognised in
advance. Political as well as strategic considerations were present, however, and the
Greek High Command felt itself bound to attempt a forward defence policy.

From Katerini inland, our small force was disposed on a line more than 70 miles
in length. At the time of the German invasion, the only forces present in the north
were the New Zealand Division, holding the Katerini area, the 16th Australian Infantry
Brigade, holding the Veria Pass, the XII Greek Division in the Edessa area, with the
XX Greek Division further north on its left flank, and a British Armoured Brigade
forward in the broad valley of the Axios River. All of Sixth Australian Division had
not yet arrived in Greece, and other Australian formations would not be available



BATTLE OF THE PLAGUES
T seems to the writer, who has read many guide books on the Middle East, that no
one has yet produced an authoritative work on its "wild life." To one who comes

from a land where Man and Nature can live on terms of non-belligerence, this seems an
oversight. An endeavour will be made here to give an account of Nature and an intimate
history of our campaigns against it in the Middle East.

The conflict between Nature and the A.I.F. has been a feature aside from all
campaigns and has produced strong figures on both sides. No Digger will forget the
ever-present and all-absorbing struggle for existence between himself and those per-
sistent creatures that move by night-Palestine fleas. Beside them the "barking mossies"
of the Mallee look meek as designing widows. After spending one night in Palestine,
the writer concluded that the very earth was alive, and that nothing short of a wholesale
disinfestation of the land would bring relief.

A vow was then taken that fleas would become the subject of a scientific inves-
tigation. Behold us, next morning, with a fly spray (ask not how, or where, it was
obtained) and half a gallon of kerosene. A liberal application of this to the floor produced
instantaneous results in the form of a Benghaziac evacuation of the floor and a "pro-
tective occupancy" of blankets, underclothing and palliasse.

N.C.i powder was then tried. This, while proving almost fatal to the N.C.O. who
tried it, encouraged those previously unbidden bedfellows to unprecedented intimacies.
Days, weeks, months passed, and so voracious were their attacks that one viewed "wild
life" positively in the raw. Gone were any thoughts of humane extermination. We had
already patented a machine to lure them into a confined space and cut their throats, but
this was rejected in favour of a more dastardly device which put them to death as
surely but much more slowly (after the fashion of an Oriental Grandee giving an "at

home" in the torture chamber). The device
had the added advantage of fitting into a
tobacco tin, and including a folding gent's
wardrobe  and a travelling cocktail bar, F.S.

Much re-the  problem had been touched

With all these devices,  it was still  felt (dis-
tinctly) that nothing more than the edge of

.
;. mained  to be done.

.." + We entered  one day the cafe of one "Heavy-
ll kl lli h H "  i' ` - = town we nown toen n a smaZ we g t e ,.y_ .

Ak-I-Foofers.
"What  you drink, Aussie-beer?"
"Helen, you ethereal  creature, I want some-fbs. _Ao



Top: A patrol going out at Tobruk.

BELOW LEFT: Shaving under difficulties.

BELOW RIGHT: The optimists-a couple of fishermen on a wreck in the harbour.
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General Tips

for searching and getting more from Archive CD Books products

• update to version 6 or later of Adobe Reader at www.adobe.com for the best searching capability.

• enter the MINIMUM number of characters needed to bring up the search results required

• use Adobe Reader to do some trial searches to try to identify the characters that may be misread. These can show
up in the extra text in the search results list. A few minutes trial will help you to avoid using characters that are
more prone to being misread, e.g. try entering "rederi" if you want "Frederick", but find that the letters "F" "c" and "k" 
are sometimes misread.

• use the "Match whole word" option to eliminate unnecessary items in your results list, e.g. to eliminate all the
blacksmiths and tinsmiths etc when you only want the name Smith

• use the "Match case" option when you want to eliminate all the occupations "smith" if you only want the name
"Smith"

• Don’t just search for names. Search the book for other names, places and subjects of interest:
• look for others of the same name

• look for others who lived in the same place or street

• who was the postmaster or police officer in the town?

• how often and at what time did the coach arrive in town?

• what churches were there and what time were services held?

• what other activities were there in the community?

• look for others who had the same occupation or other interests

All of this and more may be available in a seemingly mundane book such as a directory. Learn much of the background 
of life at the time, even if your ancestor is not listed there.
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